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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Doewant.Contrcl Desk, OPI-17-
Washington, DC 20555

Subject: Reply to Notices of Violation in IR 97-014
River Bend Station - Unit I
License No. NPF-47
Docket No. 50-458

v , 3. - 09.5,G15.4.1

RBG-44336
RBF197 0471

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Pursuant to the pmvisions of 10CFR2.201, Attachments A and B pmvide the Entergy
Operations, Inc. responses to the Notices of Violation (NOV) described in NRC
inspection Report (IR) S0-458/97-014.-

,

The subject violations,50-458/97014-04 and 05, involve failures to adequately control
'

,

areas posted as high radiation areas or locked high radiation areas.

Should you have any questions regarding the attached information, please contact
Mr. David Lorfing of my staff at (504) 381-4157.
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,

cc: - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -i

- Region IV -
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington,TX 76011

NRC Sr. Resiuent Inspector
P.O. Box 1050

- St. Francisville, LA 70775
'

David _Wigginton
NRR Project Manager

= U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
M/S OWFN 13-113 -

'

-Washington, DC 20555
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ATTACliMENT A.

* Reply to Notice of Violation 50-458/9714-04.

Violation:

Technical Specification 5.7.3 requires, in part, for individual high radiation areas
with radiation levels of 1000 millirem per hour or greater, accessible to personnel,
that are located within large areas such as reactor containment, where no
enclosure exists for the purposes oflocking, or that is not continuously guarded,
and where no enclosure can be reasonably constructed around the individual area,
that individual area shall be barricaded and conspicuously posted.

Contrary to the above, on September 19,1997, the barricade and posting which
identified the area surrounding valve E12-AOV41 A, as a high radiation area with
radiation levels of 1000 millirem per hour or greater was partially removed and
not controlled.

Clarification:

River Bend plant procedures differentiate between high radiation areas based on radiation
levels. Those areas greater than 100 millirem per hour general area up to 999 millirem
per hour are high radiation areas (IIRA). Those areas at or above 1000 millirem per hour
general area are locked high radiation areas (LilRA). If an LIIRA cannot be physically
locked, flashing red lights are used as additional warning for plant personnel. The area at
valve E12-AOV41 A was posted as a Locked High Radiation Area with flashing lights in
use.

Reasons for the Violation;

The root cause of this event was a conscious decision by a contract employee trained
radiation worker to disregard instructions from his supenisors and Radiation Protection
(RP) personnel while working in the Drywell near E12-AOV41 A. His actions directly
resulted in a violation of LHRA entry and posting requirements. A contributing cause
was identified as miscommunication between the workers regarding the need to have an -
RP technician present before proceeding with the work activity.

Corrective Actions That Have Been Taken:

In response to the incident, the following actions were taken:

* On the night shift when the event occurred, the RP supervisor stopped work and
held a briefing with the affected crew concerning the importance of radiological

- postings, the requirements for working in a LHRA and the need to follow
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; directions from an RP technician.,

i e RP personnel and the affected crew on both shiRs were not permitted to retum- 1- # :-

| to work on the shin subsequent to the incident until both RP and SRV personnel . ;

- reviewed this event with upper RP management to emphasize the importance ofd q
radiological boundaries.
.e The Drywell was walked down to verify the accuracy and visibility of LHRA - |

.

. postingsi
_.

+

| * The contract individual involved was released from employment at River Bend. >

e The importance of radiological boundaries was re-emphasized to plant - i

employees through site' communications.
,

* Site supervisors were provided a summary of the HRA/LHRA requirements for - .

discussion with their personnel. ;
:

Corrective Actions That Will Be Taken To Avoid Fu 'her Violations:
'

To preclude repetition of the event, the following actions will be taken:

,

o This event will be added to RP technician pre-outage training. ,

i e Radiation worker training will be amended'to include this event as a case study.
* The effectiveness of" read and sign" radiation worker training for contractors is

. being evaluated to determine if other measures, such as testing, should be2

implemented,
,

; Date When Full Compliance V!ill Be Achieved:
.

Full compliance was achieved ca the shiR the event occurred when the LHRA posting
around valve E12-AOV41 A was restored by Radiation Protection personnel,
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ATTACHMENT B
Reply To Notice Of Violation 50-458/9714-05

,

Violation:

Technical Specification S.7.2 requires, in part, that areas with radiation levels of
1000 millirem per hour or greater, shall be provided with locked or continuously
guarded doors to prevent unauthorized entry.

Contrary to the above, on October 8,1997, the gate to Radwaste 136-foot
- levation drum storage area, an area with radiation levels of 1000 millirem ore

greater, was found ui. locked and unguarded.

Reason For The Violation:

Although the identity of the person who left the gate unlocked was not determined, the
root cause of this event is the failure on the part of a Radiation Protection technician to
self-check that the gate was closed and locked when exiting the Radwaste 136 foot
elevation drum storage area. This resulted in the gate access being left unlocked and
unattended. A contributing cause is inadequate management follow-up on previous
corrective action to ensure that non selflocking LHRA doors were modified to provide

,

self locking capability. An engineering request had been submitted due to a similar event
in 1996 and was scheduled for completion in March,1998, but the requested
modifications had not been designed or installed at the time of this event.

<

Corrective Actions That Have Been Taken:

The following actions were taken in response to the event:

* The gate was closed and locked when it was first discovered to be unlocked.
* The Radiation Protection crews were notified on the subsequent shift turnover
of the event and reminded of the importance of ensuring that high and locked high
radiation doors are securely closed and locked after each use.
* Chains and padlocks have been installed on non-self-locking LHRA gates in the
plant. The keys are controlled and issued by RP supervision. This temporary
measure is to remain in place until self-locking and self-closing mechanisms are
installed on the gates.
* An engineering work request was work released to permit installing self-locking

:
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Corrective Action That Will He Taken To Avoid Further Violations:

The following actions are planned to ensure no further violations occur: :

* A review of other LilRA doors will be performed to identify other doors which
may have similar problems.

* LilRA doors and gates without self locking mechanisms will be modified
to install self locking capability. ,

Date When Full Compliance Will He Achieved:

River Bend was in full compliance upon locking of the Radwaste building 136 foot
elevation gate immediately aller it was discovered unlocked on October 8,1997.
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